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By Way of Introduction

T

he cover of this booklet is a reproduction of a detail of
Peter Bruegel's famous engraving, "The Greasy Kitchen."
It shows how those who are well fed — overfed in fact —
treat the lean and hungry man who tries to get some food to
still his hunger. The greasy, bulgy grabbers push him out and
make fun of him. The dog sinks his fangs in the poor devil's
skinny calves, while one of the fat men cuts a fresh piece from
the splendid ham that hangs from the ceiling.
Thus the greatest of all Belgian artists of the past saw his
troubled times, when the Spaniards were fighting the people of
the Lowlands, exacting heavy and unjust taxes, and persecuting
people for their religious beliefs. In the midst of that grandiose
revolt of the Netherlands, which at that time comprised Belgium
and Holland, our artists had enough fortitude to fight misery
and tyranny with the foil of their wit. They could not do it in a
straightforward way, so they used the means at their disposal
—' allegory, symbols and innuendo.
Since Bruegel, the Belgians have developed persiflage at
the expense of the oppressor to a fine art. Having undergone
several foreign dominations, they know how to dodge the occupiers' cruelties, but they devote great care to the conservation of their morale. In extreme misfortune, they found that
humor was one of the indispensable vitamins for the human
mind. They had to make fun of their enemy, expose his weak
sides, make him and themselves feel the irreconcilability of his
aims and their own national will for survival and express their
claim to personality and independence. Above all, they wanted
to make fun of themselves, of their privations, their hardships,
their thousandfold miseries. That was one way to fight the
oppressor.

In this war the Belgians could not do away with the German
regulations, the 4,000 Verbofen or Verordnungen which were
issued in less than two years, but their pedantry, their absurd
abundance, their contradictions and their clumsy thoroughness could be exposed. After all, there was a decided touch
of lunacy about the decree which gave higher rations to dogs
of a German breed than to Belgian puppies. There was a note
of Chapllnesque humor about the fact that at one moment the
Germans decided to give an identification card to every pig.
Of course, one of the first Verbofen was that against humor,
for humor is the privilege of the free man. He has a right to use
It, mellowed with charity, against others and, without restraint,
against himself. In a free country. In a democracy, everyone
who is tempted to take himself too seriously Is constantly reminded of man's frailty and relative insignificance by those of
his countrymen who use humor as a weapon and a corrective
of human faults.
The Germans could not allow such customs to go on. For
many years they had been listening to that extraordinary phrase
which might well have been invented by a secret enemy of
Hitler: Der F'uhrer ist immer rechf. The Fiihrer is always right.
A credo like that takes all human quality away from the individual for it Is human nature to be fallible. Nobody with the
slightest feeling for humor or psychology could listen to thaiphrase without a smile, but apparently the Germans could.
German humor or what passes for It could only find expression
at the expense of the enemy at the very moment the Russians
were indulging in the fine art of amusing self-criticism and gay
comment on their own shortcomings.
After a while the free world heard about the Belgians' reactions to the German occupation. All kinds of disrespectful
stories were told and practical jokes were played. Bookshops
ostentatiously displayed such treatises as "Swimming in 10

Lessons," "Learn to Swim," etc., at the time Hitler and his
gang were still planning to invade England. All the stories that
had circulated in occupied Belgium during World War 1, and
which had probably been handed down from father to son,
were revived and some new ones Invented. And finally an underground organization, L'Espoir (Hope), Issued a pamphlet which
it sold for charitable purposes and which contained a number
of cartoons on present day life In Belgium.
Of course the artist had to remain anonymous, but he could
not hide his personality which is rich in the human qualities of
courage, kind-heartedness and subtlety or his technical skill
which in some cases is really remarkable. The artist's first preoccupation is the fate of his own countrymen
under German rule, and their reactions to it:
the food problem, which Is acute and even
dramatic, is a frequent Inspiration; the fuel
shortage, the requisitioning, the Increase in
prices, the transportation problem occupy
his mind and inspire his wrathful pen. Some of
his drawings are merely waggish or facetious;
others are exquisite In their charm and discretion. Among the best ones is that entitled "Bread Lines," which
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shows two preoccupied sparrows standing in line for provisions at the back of a horse.

Another theme treated with
fervor and evident enjoyment
is the war situation, especially since the news became better
and the Russian winter worse. The cartoonist must look for the
enemy's Achilles' heel. In this case he found it In the whole
German back which the Russians kick with such enthusiasm
and effectiveness.
— /Anything this morning?

A t the risk of their freedom and their lives, Belgian patriots
drew and circulated these pictures. After a while they were
smuggled out of the country and reprinted; and if their artistic
qualities have suffered a little in the process, their spirit, nevertheless, remains intact. Their message rings clear and is audible
to all free men; it tells us of a belief in humanity and in justice
that will never die, that rests so deep within the hearts of good
men that the fires of the inquisition or the tortures of the
Gestapo can never reach it.

Belgians Inferpref
the New Order

— A place for everyone
Everyone In his place.

— Got any provisions?
— Yes, of patience.

